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What is this change all about? 
 

The Saint John Regional Hospital (SJRH) Emergency Department (ED) sees approximately 
56,000 patients per year. At present there is no way to track the problems that are sending 
patients to our ED.  It would be very helpful to be able to report such data so that we can review 
and improve quality of care, and compare ourselves to the literature and to international and 
national benchmarks .	  

At present our ED works predominantly from a paper ER Record.  At the bottom of that sheet 
we always write the patient’s diagnosis when they left our care whether the patient is being 
discharged or admitted to hospital. There is no field to capture discharge diagnosis for those 
who go home, and admissions are coded in a delayed fashion weeks or months later, using 
diagnoses not standardized for emergency care.	  

There are tools available to help standardize our documentation.  The Canadian Emergency 
Department Information Systems (CEDIS) has developed a short list of approved ED 
discharge diagnoses.  By standardizing our documentation and using a set of 
defined diagnoses, and comparing to our Chief Complaints we can provide better data 
regarding our patients.	  

 	  

ED Disposition Diagnosis 
 	  

Rather than simply writing your personal wording at the bottom of our ER Record, at some yet 
to be determined date in June, all physicians will instead enter their patient’s diagnosis in the 
form of an ED Disposition Diagnosis in our Allscripts (i3) system.  In this way not only are we 
using standardized tools, but by using an electronic format we can more easily get access to 
that data.	  

The system has been designed to ensure that the process for entering the diagnosis is both 
easy and quick. Currently it is the ED Physician’s responsibility to write a diagnosis on 
the chart for all patients that they see. Once this system goes live, instead of writing a diagnosis 
on the chart, it will be the ED Physician’s responsibility to enter a disposition diagnosis on the 
system. The system has been designed to ensure maximum compliance, including coloured 
icon reminders and printed reports. Although only a single primary diagnosis is required, 
multiple secondary diagnoses can be entered if required. 	  

In addition to the disposition diagnosis, other optional features have been bundled with the 
diagnosis entry to produce a printable ‘discharge document’. Although not compulsory, these 
features provide added value and include a number of frequently requested items. It is possible 
to easily record the type of discharge advice given and the procedures performed with a simple 
tick box selection. It is now possible, within the same screen, to not only request an outpatient 
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follow-up (e.g cardiology), but also to enter the reason for such a request, ensuring much 
improved communication between ED Physicians and the other Specialists. Finally, 
any discharge orders for diagnostic imaging can also be entered via the same screen.	  

 

Purpose of this document 
 

This document will explain the planned solution and how it is expected to impact our workflow.  
There are also exercises that ED Physicians can practice in the Post train database.  This copy 
of the training database is available on the i3 Clinical Application Browser (CAB) page for all 
users.  
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Section 1:  Introduction to the changes 
 

1. New column on the ED Status Board 
 

A new column for ED Discharge Diagnosis has been added to the ED Status board and is 
simply labeled as “Dx” so that it may be displayed as a very narrow column.  

 
• If no ED Physician or NP Attending has been added to the patient yet: Nothing displays 

in the Dx column 
• Once an ED Physician or NP Attending has been added:  The Dx column displays 

a red circle  
• Once an ED Physician or NP Attending enter a Primary Diagnosis: The circle 

color changes from red to green.  Note:  If you expand the column size it will also 
display the ED Discharge Diagnosis that was entered.  
 

2. New physician document accessible from the ED Status Board 
 

A new document called ED Diagnosis Note has been created to support ED physicians in 
the entry of their ED Discharge Diagnoses.  This document is accessible from the ED Status 
Board by selecting the Quick Launch button at the bottom of the screen.  This is also where 
the nurses go to access their ED Triage Note so use care to select the correct document.  
Nursing staff will not have the ability to enter the ED Diagnosis Note nor the ED Discharge 
Diagnosis. 

(Note:  That Quick Launch button is not accessible until you have selected a patient from the 
board.) 

As a document there is space and selections for users to indicate their patient’s disposition, 
instructions given prior to discharge, procedures performed, etc. 

The document has a quick link to ED Discharge Diagnosis in the Health History Manager for 
this patient.  Users must enter only one Primary diagnosis and can enter as many 
Secondary diagnoses as are applicable.   

To further assist the physician there is also a link from the document to enter Discharge 
Orders in an Order Entry window defaulted to Discharge Session type. 

3. New locations on the ED Status Board 
 

It will not always be possible to enter the patient’s ED Discharge Diagnosis in a timely 
fashion.  If the patient has been physically discharged and no Primary ED Discharge 
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Diagnosis has been entered, they will be moved to a new location on the ED Status Board 
referred to as the “Discharge Lounge” until the data is entered (up to a maximum of 8 
hours).  After 8 hours, if the data has still not been entered the clerical staff will proceed to 
discharge the visit anyway. 

The Discharge Lounge is actually one of four new locations created so that any printing that 
must occur for that patient will be directed to the printer in the ED area where the patient 
had been located. 

The four areas are: 

• ED-xDsc-Ac 1-9  
• ED-xDsc-Acu 10-18 
• ED-xDsc-RAZ  
• ED-xDsc-TRM  

 

4. New report to support the need for Auditing 
 

Anyone with access to the ED Status Board can easily see any patients assigned to one of 
the Discharge Lounge locations whose Dx column continues to have a red circle (indicating 
no primary discharge diagnosis has been entered yet).   

After the patient has been admitted to an inpatient location or discharged from the 
department more than 8 hours ago they will no longer display on the ED Status Board.   

In an effort to support physician engagement a report is being created that will print 
automatically three times each day at 0600, 1400 & 2200hr.  This report may also be printed 
as needed anytime it is required in addition to these times. ED Physicians and nursing staff 
will have access to print this report. 

Each time it prints, the report will identify patients who have been discharged or care 
advanced to an inpatient unit during the previous 24 hours who still do not have a primary 
discharge diagnosis entered.  This report must be directed to that ED attending physician to 
address before they go off shift.  As each diagnosis is entered, they can check it off on the 
list thereby using it as a worksheet.  At the end of each shift any outstanding patients should 
be brought to the attention of the lead physician.  All copies are to be kept for the 
Department Chief of Staff.   

Note:  If a patient has been discharged and nobody had updated the Attending Provider 
from Generic ERP, the patient will display on the report with the Generic ERP still listed as 
the attending.  A bit of investigation will be required to determine who treated the patient. 
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5. New referral physician (outpatient) order  
 

When a patient requires a consultation by another physician while in the ED, an order is 
placed called Consult Physician.  By doing so a 2 page order requisition prints.  The 
administrative support staff contact that physician and when he/she arrives to see the 
patient he/she writes their comments on that 2 page paper order requisition.  The other thing 
that happens when this order is placed is that the patient automatically populates their 
Patient List.  All of this is appropriate if the patient is to be seen in a timely fashion while in 
the ED. 
 
If a patient requires a consultation by another physician as an outpatient after being 
discharged from the ED, use of the regular Consult Physician order is inappropriate and 
causes confusion. That patient, who is unknown to the physician suddenly appears on their 
Patient List. 
 
In an effort to improve this process for everyone, a new order called “referral physician 
(outpatient)” will be available to use when you are asking the consulting physician to see the 
patient in follow up at a later date.  It behaves much like the consult order but does not put 
the patient automatically on their patient list.  This order will only be available to enter in the 
ED. 
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Section Two:  Accessing Post Train 
 

i3 Clinical Application Browser (CAB) is the first screen you will encounter when logging in to 
any computer.  

1. Users will enter their own username and password. 

  

1.  

 
 

2. From the list of applications that display, select  Post Train 
55 Gateway  

3. The green log in window to post train classroom should now open 

 

You do not log into post train as yourself.   

Our ED physician for training purposes is Dr. 
Darren Bulger.     

At this point everyone must be assigned a 2 
digit number from 01-10.   

Each person’s number will be the prefix for 
their user name (and will later be the first 
name of the patients they will use). 

 

 

Log in with: 

Username:  xxdbulger (xx=any number from 01-10) 

Password: aaaaaa for everyone 
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Section Three: Entering ED Diagnosis Note 
 

Your first scenario has you treating and discharging a patient with a primary ED discharge 
diagnosis of conjunctivitis and a secondary ED discharge diagnosis of GERD with instructions to 
follow up with their family doctor.  No discharge orders are required in this scenario. 

In this first exercise you will use the patient whose last name is Emergency and first name is the 
number assigned to you 

1. On the Status Board, 
highlight your patient. 

 

2. Add yourself as the ED 
Attending  

 

3. Note that a red circle 
now appears in the Dx 
column 

 

4. Note the Quick 
Launch Doc(s) button 
(located at the bottom 
of the screen). 

 

5. Click on the arrow by 
the Quick Launch 
Doc(s) button and 
select ED Diagnosis 
Note  

6. Select a Disposition of 
Discharged in this 
case 

 
7. The Discharge 

instructions section 
automatically opens 

 

8. Select advised to 
follow up with family 
MD 

 

9. Under ED Discharge  
Diagnosis select the     
Enter Health History 

icon   

This displays the Add New Health History: 
• EDDisDXPrim is used to enter a Primary diagnosis 
• EDDisDXSec is used to enter a Secondary diagnosis

 
10. Select EDDisDxPrim,  

then select the 
Browse  tab on the  
Right. 
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Note: The list will default 
to the last selected Health 
History category 
11. Click on the arrow by 

ED Discharge Dx to 
display the entire list of 
diagnoses 

 

12. Notice how the 
diagnoses are grouped 
by categories.    

 
If you know the 
appropriate category you 
could scroll down and 
select that category. 
 
Click Close for this 
exercise. 

 

13. Under ED Discharge  
      Diagnosis select the  
      Enter Health History 

icon    

 

14. This time we will 
search for what we 
want: 

 
Select ED Discharge Dx, 
not the arrow. 

 

15. Place a check in the 
box by Include sub-
categories in search 

This displays the Health History Details window 
 

 

16. In the “find in <no 
category selected >” 
field begin typing 
Conjunctivitis 

 

17. Click the Search 

button  

This will display all diagnosis with conjunctivitis in the name. 

18. Select Conjunctivitis, 
unspecified 

 

19. You could now click on  
Add or the Add Detail 

button  . 
 
 
For this exercise use Add  

Using the Add button is a quick and easy way to add the diagnosis 
to the Existing Health History at the top of the screen. 
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20. Now let’s add a   
     Secondary Discharge  
     Diagnosis 
 
Select EDDisDxSec as 
the Type of Health History. 

 

21. Click on ED discharge   
      Dx > type gerd (make  
      sure sub-categories is  
      selected first) > click 
the search icon > click 
Add 

 

22. Click Close  to exit  
      from the Health History 

 

23. You could also 
document about any 
procedures you 
performed or enter 
discharge orders if 
needed.  Nothing 
further is needed in 
this case. 

 

24. Click Preview – review 
your document then 
select Save. 

You should always preview your document before clicking Save to 
ensure you have the correct patient and proper entries made. 
 
If you need to edit select the modify option before you save. 

 
25. Note your patient on 

the Status board.  The 
red circle for Discharge 
Diagnosis should now 
have turned green. 

 
If it has not turned green, 
select the Refresh icon. 

It is the entry of the Primary diagnosis that is required and that 
controls the button updates on the board. 
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Section Four: Monitoring ED Discharge Diagnoses Entered 
 

              

 

1. On the Status Board 
While logged in, review all the patients on the ED status board:   

1. Who has nothing in the Dx column?  
2. Who has a red circle in the Dx column?  
3. Who has a green circle in the Dx column? 
4. Is there anyone currently in the Discharge Lounge? (Those 4 locations will not 

display unless someone is located there) 

 

2. Viewing the ED Discharge Diagnoses entered from the Status Board   
Exercise: You want to see what was entered as the ED Discharge Diagnoses on your patient.  

1. Expand the size of the Dx column with 
“click & drag” on the edge of the 
column so it is wide enough that you 
can read what was entered 

This will display only the Primary Diagnosis 
entered 

2. On the Status Board highlight your  
    patient > right click in the Dx column >  
    select Quick Launch Documents >  
    ED Diagnosis Note 

 
 
This will open the ED Discharge Note 

3. This will display the Primary 
Diagnosis  that was entered as well 
as a  Secondary  Diagnosis if one 
was  entered (as well as the rest of 
that document)  

 

4. Click cancel to close the document.  
Note: You could also highlight your patient and select the Enter Health History icon from the 
tool bar to open that window to see the diagnoses as well.                  
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3. Exception Report 
This new report is being built for ED Physicians to identify which ED patients have not yet been 
assigned a Primary ED Discharge Diagnosis.  It will be able to be printed as required but will 
auto-print every day at 0600, 1400 & 2200hr. 

This report is not available in the training database but here is an example of what it will look 
like.  It will only identify patients from the past 24 hours who have been discharged from the ED 
or who have been care advanced to an inpatient unit. 
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Section Five: Maintenance of the ED Discharge Diagnosis 
 

You may need to change/cancel an ED Discharge Diagnosis for many reasons: 
• After you have submitted your ED Diagnosis Note you realize the diagnosis is incorrect. 
• While you are entering the diagnosis you realize you selected the wrong one. 
• After you have submitted the ED Diagnosis Note you realize you entered it on the wrong 

patient. 
 

1. If it is after you have submitted the ED Diagnosis Note 
 

1. On the Status Board > highlight your  
    Emergency, patient > right click in the   
    Dx column > select Quick Launch   
    Documents > ED Diagnosis Note 

 
2. Click on the Enter Health History icon     

                      

 

3. You would highlight the incorrect  
    diagnosis (GERD) under Existing Health  
    History > click on Discontinue from the  
    Action List on the right 
 
    Then under Add New Health History >  
    Search for the correct secondary 
diagnosis of Malignant Hypertension and 
click Add. 

 

2. If it is while you still have the Health History Manager open 
 

1. Under Existing Health History at 
the top of your window > select  

     the incorrect diagnosis you just 
entered of Malignant Hypertension 
>  click on Discontinue from the 
Action List on the right. 
 
      
2. Under Add New Health History 

>  select the correct secondary 
diagnosis of Benign 
Hypertension and click Add. 

 

3. Click Close   
4. Click Save to save your note.  
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3. If you placed the ED Diagnosis Note on the wrong patient 
 

1. Highlight the wrong 
patient who you entered 
the note on 

 

2. Go to the Documents 
tab  

 

If you get this message simply click OK to continue. 

 
3. Find the ED Diagnosis 

Note you entered 

 
 

4. Right click on the 
document to open a list 
of options. 

 
5. Select Cancel 

Document 
This cancels the document but the ED Discharge Diagnosis will 
need to be discontinued as an additional step. 

6. Follow the steps to 
discontinue the ED 
Discharge Diagnoses as 
instructed in above 
exercise. 

If orders had also been entered by way of the ED Diagnosis 
Note, those orders would need to be discontinued (from the 
orders tab) otherwise they would be on the wrong patient as 
well. 
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Section Six: Entering a Referral Physician (Outpatient) Order 
 

In this exercise you decide to still discharge your Emergency patient but would like the patient to 
see Dr Stevenson (cardiologist) as an Outpatient. Enter this order outside the ED Diagnosis 
Note in a Discharge Session Type so it is not discontinued when the visit is discharged. 

1. Highlight your Emergency  
    patient on the Status Board 

 

2. Select the Order Entry icon Since nobody has entered allergy data for this patient the 
Allergy Summary window opens…in this case select Close 
to continue. 

3. Change your Session Type to  
    Discharge Orders 

 
4. Under Start of Browse >  
    select the “+” sign in front of  
    Consult/Referrals 

 

5. Select Physician 

 
6. Select Referral physician  
    (outpatient) on the right and  
    click on View 

 

7. Click on the icon at the end of 
    the physician row 
  

 
This opens the Care Provider Selector window 
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8. Type Stevenson and select 
the correct physician  
 
             OR 
 
Select Cardiology from the 
Group and select Dr Stevenson 

 
9. Enter information regarding 
the reason for the referral then 
click OK. 

 

10. Click ADD and Submit your   
      order. 

This order will not be discontinued when the patient is later 
discharged and the Unit Clerk will proceed with making the 
appropriate follow up appointment. 

 
Note: If you want the patient to be seen by a specialist while in the Emergency Department you 
would use the regular consult physician order as you do currently. 
You may also enter Discharge Orders while completing the ED Diagnosis note.  Scroll to the 
bottom and click on the Order Entry icon which opens an order entry worksheet that is defaulted 
to Discharge Session type: 

 

When you click on the Order Entry icon the Order Entry worksheet displays 

 

Notice how it will automatically change the session type to Discharge Orders for you.   

You may proceed to enter orders for Referral Physician (Outpatient) or tests you want 
completed as an outpatient. 
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Section Seven: Workflow Exercises 
 

Exercise #1:  In this scenario you will treat a patient whose last name is Grand and first name is 
your number who has had a problem with reflux for the past week. 

Add yourself as the Attending Provider.  After treating the patient you determine their Primary 
ED Discharge Diagnosis is GERD. Upon discharge you want this patient to be seen by Dr Gillis 
(Gastroenterologist) as an outpatient in 1 week. 
 
1. Once you have selected your 

Grand patient > enter yourself as 
the ED Attending Provider 

 
(ie: if you used Emergency,One then 
use Grand,One) 

Automatically this places the red circle in the Dx column 

 
 

2. You have completed your 
workup on your patient and 
completed the paper chart. 

 

3. With the patient highlighted on 
the Status Board > click the 
Quick Launch button and select 
the ED Diagnosis Note 

 

4. Select Disposition of 
Discharged and enter any 
instructions you provided the 
patient. 

 

5. Under ED Discharge Diagnosis 
select the Enter Health History 
icon   

6. Notice this list has defaulted to  
    EDDisDxSec 
 
    Select the ED Dis Dx Prim from 
the Health History list. 

 
 
Remember this list will default to the 
last selected Health History (which in 
this case was EDDisDxSec)                                    

7. Click on ED Discharge Dx  
8. Place a check in the box by 

Include sub-categories in 
search 

 
In the “find in <no  category selected 
> field begin typing gerd 

Click the Search button   
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
This will display all diagnosis with gerd in the name  

9. Select GERD …  
10. Click on the Add Detail button. Using the Add Detail button allows you to enter a 

description and update the onset date. 
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11. Enter an onset date of 1 week 
ago using the calendar at the 
end of that field 

 

12. Click Apply (located on the 
right) 

 

13. Click Close  
14. Now you want the patient seen 

as an Outpatient by 
Gastroenterology. 
 
Enter a Referral Physician 
(Outpatient) Order for Dr Gillis.  
Be sure to provide the clinical 
indication information in your 
referral order. 

 

15. Click Preview and Save your 
note. 

   

16. Is there a Green circle or Red 
circle under the Dx column for 
your patient?   

If it is red – did you change your Health Type to Primary 
diagnosis? 

17. Set the “Status” column on the  
      Status Board to “PD” 

 

18. Your patient is now ready to be  
      discharged from Emergency  
      Department. 
 
       
 

Note:  If you did not enter an ED Discharge Diagnosis – 
the red circle would display under the Dx column, the 
patient will be moved to Dx holding on the Status Board 
and will stay there until the task is complete or for a 
maximum of 8hrs.   
 
It is the responsibility of the physician or the 
physician who took handover to enter this ED 
Discharge Diagnosis within the 8hr time frame. 

19. You inform  the nurse that the  
      patient is discharged and hand   
      her the completed chart. 

 

 
Exercise #2: Use your Emergency Patient again.  While waiting for her drive to come, she 
developed chest pain. After being worked up a decision is made to admit her to CCU under Dr. 
Stevenson.  Before she is moved off the Status Board, update your ED Disposition Note. 

1. With the Emergency patient highlighted on 
the Status Board > click the Quick Launch 
button and select the ED Diagnosis Note 

 

2. Update the document to indicate the 
disposition is now Admitted to service of 
Cardiology. 

 

3. Update the Primary & Secondary 
Diagnoses to something more appropriate. 

 

4. Click Preview and Save your note.  
5. Enter a standard order to Admit from 

Emerg under Dr Stevenson 
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6. Set the “Status” column on the Status  
    Board to “TBA” 

 

7. Inform the nurse that the patient is to be  
     admitted and give her the paper chart. 

 

 
NOTE: It is the responsibility of the physician to enter the ED Discharge Diagnosis note – ideally 
before the patient is moved to the Emergency Inpatient (EI) location or to their inpatient unit 
destination.  Patients that are care advanced to inpatient EI beds and then moved will no longer 
display on the ED Status Board.  It will be more effort to search for them. 
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Section Eight:  Entering Multiple ED Discharge Diagnoses 
 

If you start to enter a second Primary ED Discharge Diagnosis you will receive a message – 
read the message carefully. 

                 

You are given two choices: 

• OK:  This will replace the current diagnosis with the new one you selected. 
• Cancel:  This would back you out if you did not intend to select another Primary ED 

Discharge Diagnosis 

 

Note:  You can have only one Primary ED Discharge Diagnosis but as many Secondary ED 
Discharge Diagnoses as you need/wish to enter. 
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Section Nine: Nice to Know 
 

1. Searching for ED Discharge Diagnosis using the Start of Browse 
 

1. Select the Quick Launch     
Button > select ED Diagnosis 
Note > Select the Health 
History icon 

 

2. Click on the arrow by ED  
    Discharge Dx to display   
    the list of diagnosis  
3. Notice how the diagnoses  
    are grouped by categories.    
    If you know the  
    appropriate category you  
    can scroll down and select  
    the category 
 
     
4. Select Diseases of  
    the nervous system> in  
    the search field > begin to  
    type meningitis > select  
    the search button 

  

This shortens your list by displaying any diagnosis with 
meningitis in the name. 

5. Select meningitis,  
    unspecified  
 
     Click Add 
 
     DO NOT CLICK CLOSE 

 

 

 

2. Searching for ED Discharge Diagnosis using the Full Catalog Search 
 

1. Select the Quick Launch Button > select 
ED Diagnosis Note > Select the Health 
History icon 

 

2. Select Full Catalog Search tab and   
    begin to type the name of the diagnosis for  
    example conj 

 

3. Click the search button  
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4. Anything that contains that will display.  
Select the appropriate diagnosis 

 

5. You may now select the Add or Add 
details button to continue 

 

6. Click Close  to exit from the Health 
History 

 

7. Click Preview – review your document  
    then Save but Select Cancel for this 
exercise. 

You should always preview your document 
before clicking Save 

 
 

3. Creating Favorites 
 

1.  Once you have selected the diagnosis on  
     the Start of Browse > select Add to  
     Favorites (located on the right) 
 
    For this example select the diagnosis of  
    meningitis, unspecified 

This displays the Favorite Health History 
window 

 
 

2. Select Create Category > name your  
    category for example Diseases of the  
    nervous system. 
 
   Highlight the category and click OK 

  The item is now added to your Favorites 
 

 
3. Select the Favorites Tab to view your  
    favorites. 

 

4. From your favorites you may use the Add   
    button or Add Details button to continue  
    entering your ED Discharge Diagnosis 

 

5. Click Close, Preview and Save  
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4. Fixing Favorites 
Exercise:  While creating your favorites you missed entering a category or saved the wrong 
diagnosis.  Now you want to correct this. 

1. With the Status Board in 
view > select Preferences  
from the main menu 

 
2. Select Health History from 
the drop down list 

 

3. Select the diagnosis you 
want to remove > select 
remove on the right. 
 
You can also do things like 
create new categories or add 
to favorites from this screen. 

 
4. Click OK  
 

Note:  If you realize you made a mistake while you are saving to Favorites you cannot correct it 
at the time.  You need to close out of the Health History (ED Discharge Diagnosis) and use 
Preferences. 


